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1.0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
Definition
Dimensionless parameter of the Mathea_
equation that governs stable solutions of
(T).
Axial, circumferentlal,and normal components
of acceleration of the shell element.
Boundary value coefficients determined
from initial conditions.
The kth element in the matrix {Ck}(S).
Constants determined from nth mode shape
of a uniform beam at the centQr of mass.
Constants in the determlnantal expressions
of _j0(T) and _j0(x ).
Constants in the determlnantal expressions
of U_(_), V_(T) and W_(x).
Displacement function (from consideration




fl(x, e, t), f2(x, e, t),
f3(x, 8, t)
fl(_, 8, T), f2(E, 8, T),
f3(_, 8,_)
FI(_+, 8, t), F2(x , 8, t),
F3(x , 8, t )
F3(_, 8, T)
Displacement function at _ = -i _eft end
of beam #cylinder)].
Displacement function at _ = +I _ight
end of beam (cylinder)].
Displacement function at T = 0 (initial
conditions).
Assumed displacement function for the
shell displacement in the _-direction
that satisfies the boundary conditions at
= -I and _ = +i.
Intermediate forcing functions due to
acceleration components ax, as, az_ determined
for a moving coordinate system.
Dimensionless intermediate forcing functions.
Intermediate forcing functions from consider-






Gl(X , e, t), G2(x , e, t),
G3(x , O , t)
GI(_ e , T), G2(_ O ,T ),
G3( _, 8, T )
#¢ #¢
h (E;,_) =g (_,T)
h (-I,T)=g (-I,T)
W
_*(+!, T) =g (+I,T)
h (_ 0)= g*(_, 0)
hmn ( F_0 )
Displacement function (from consideration
of the shell as a beam) in the v-directlon.
Displacement function at _ =-I.
Displacement function at _ = +I.
Displacement function at T = 0 (initial
conditions).
Assumed dlsplacement function for the shell
displacement in the v-direction that satisfies
the boundary conditions at _ = -i and _ = +I.
Final forcing functions
Dimensionless final forcing functions.
Thickness of cylindrical shell
Defined earlier
Assumed displacement function for the shell
displacement in the w-direction that satisfies
the baundary conditions at _ = -I and _ = +I.
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i, J, kj m, nj p, r, s Summing in_ices used in the report.
I Mass moment of inertia of the shell about
a line through the center of mass perpendicular
to elements of the cylinder.
K Directional control factor determining the
direction of thrust.
] Laplace Transform notation.
L Half length of cylinder,
m Total mass of an equivalent beam 2L in length.
Total mass of the cylindrical shell 2L in
length.
M I Limit on the summing indices j and m.
M x, M 8, MxS, MSx Moment resultants in the shell.
Index defining the particular beam mode.
N I Limit on summing indices k and n.
N x, NS, N 8'x Ngx Stress resultants in the shell.






Distributed surface force in the axial
direction.
P% Distributed surface force in the
circumferential direction.
PZ





Expression for the forcing terms associated
with time displacement Uo0(3).
Forcing expression in equation of motion
for Uok(3) o
Forcing expression in equations of motion
for UjO(T) and Vjo(3).
Forcing expression in equations of motion
for Ujo(3) and VjO(T).
E_jo (3)]1
I_. -'1




Dimensionless parameter of the Mathea=
equation that governs stable solutions of
_(3).
qA(T ) Translation term of the beam (considered
zero since equations of motion are written
for a moving coordinate system),








Generalized coordinate associated with
(_) defined later.
n
Shear resultants in the shell.
Forcing expression associated with Ujk(_) ,
Vjk(_), and Wjk(T).
Forcing expression associated with Ujk(_),
Vjk(T), and Wjk(_).
Forcing expression associated with Ujk(T),
Vjk(T) ,and Wjk(T).
Laplace transform of _Qjk(_)] i .
Laplace transform of [Qjk(_)] 2 .
transform of EQjk(T)] 3 .Laplace
Radius of the cylindrical shell, also used as
an index in the section STABILITY ANALYSIS.
Maximum value of the index r.
Summing index used in the section STABILITY
ANALYSIS.
Maximum value of the summing index s.
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Real time variable.
T(t) Thrust function in time t.







Magnitude of the steady state thrust per
unit length applied around the bottom of
the shell.
Dimensionless parameter.
u Axial deflection component referenced to





u(x, O, t) Axial deflection component written for real
variables x, e, and t.
u(_, O, T) Dimensionless axial deflection component.
g(_, O, T) Assumed dimensionless displacement that
satisfies the boundary conditions.
q_
u (_, O, "r) Beam action contribution to u(_,O ,T ).
Uok va_u_ of "' i'_) .+ . nuOk x _ _ = v.
u
J0 Value of Uj0(t) at T = 0.
Ujk Value of Ujk(T) at t = 0.
UOk(_) Orthogonal function of the generalized
coordinate UOn(t) used in Galerkin procedure.
uj0(T) Orthogonal function of the generalized
coordinate Um_(3) used in Galerkin procedure.
Ujk(_) Orthogonal function of the generalized





Generalized coordinate in u(_, 0 _).
Laplace transform of UjO(3).
Laplace transform of Ujk(3).
Circumferential deflection component
referenced to the moving reference frame.
v(x, e, t) Circumferential deflection component
written for real variables x, e3and t.
v(_, O, 3) Dimensionless circumferential deflection
component.
Assumed dimensionless displacement component
that satisfies the boundary conditions.
v (_, o, "0 Beam action contribution to v( _, O, _).
vOk Value of Vok(3) at 3 = O.











w( $, O, T)
_(_, e, z)
*(w _, e, z)
wOk
Wjo
Value of Vjk(Z) at z = O.
Orthogonal function of the generalized
coordinate V0n(T) used in Galerkin procedure.
Orthogonal function of the generalized
coordinate Vm0(T) used in Galerkin procedure.
Orthogonal function _ the generalized
coordinate Vmn(T) used in the Galerkin procedure.
Generalized coordinate in _(_, e, z).
Laplace transform of VjO(T).
Laplace transform of Vjk(T).
Radial (positive inward) deflection component
referenced to the moving reference frame.
Radial deflection component written for
real variables x, 0, and t.
Dimensionless radial deflection component.
Assumed dimensionless displacement component
that satisfies the boundary conditions.
Beam action contribution to _(_, e, 3).
Value of W0k (z) at z = 0.
Value of Wj0(T) at T = 0.
Wjk
WOk(3)
Value of Wjk(T) at T = 0.
Orthogonal function of the generalized
coordinate W0n(r) used in Galerkin procedure.
Wjo(_) Orthogonal function of the generalized
coordinate Wm0(T) used in Galerkln procedure.
Orthogonal function of the generalized




Generalized coordinate in _(_, _, T).
lapl_c_ L=a_sform of WjO(T).
laplace transform of Wjk(_),
Coordinate of the shell in the axial dlrect_on.
X Coordinate of the cylinder at the center of
mass in the axial direction.
X
X0 =--L DimeL_sJon!ess coordinate of the cylinder at
the center of _ss in t_ axial direction.
t
X • Displaced axis of the moving reference frame.
Coordinate of the shell in the circu=_erential
direction.




YO= Dimensionless coordinate of the cylinder
at the center of mass.
y! Displaced axis of the moving reference frame.
Coordinate of the shell in the radial direction.




Stability parameter of the solution for _(_).
Ratio of the magnitude of sinusoidal time




A(0) Value of infinite determinant A (8) for 8 = O.
Term used in writing the stability equations
for -_-_,,=dynamic solution.
Sun=nation symbol.










Poissonts ratio of shell material.
Dimensionless axial shell coordinate.
Elements of the infinite determinant A(°).
Constant of value 3.1416.









Mode shape of the nth vibration mode of the
free-free beam.
x(B) Function used in Matheaz function consideration.
,L /. '%
R_gid body rotation of the cylinder about
the center of mass.
4 o Rotation of the cylinder at z = 0.
Circular frequency symbol used in report.
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Natural frequencies of the cylinder involving
only circumferential mode shapes.
Natural frequencies of the cylinder involving
only longitudinal mode shapes.
Natural frequencies of the cylinder involving
both longitudinal and circumferential mode
shapes.
Circular frequency of the sinusoidal
component of the applied frequency.
1
Solutions of the unstable values of










2.0 LIST OF FIGURES
Title
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Undeflected Cylinder in the Moving (X, Y, Z)
Coordinate System
Deflected Cylinder in the Moving (X', yW, Z )'
Coordinate System With Origin Always at the
Center of Mass
Circumferential Vibration Shapes For the
Free-Free, Thin-Walled Cylinder
Axial Vibration Shapes for the Free-Free, Thin-
Walled Cylinder
Nodal Arrangement of A Thin-Walled Cylinder
For the Case of m = 4, n = 3.
Single-Span Beam Having Free-Free End
Conditions Showing the Shapes of The First









3.0 LIST OF SPECIAL TERMS AND INTEGRALS
Certain terms and integrals appear repeatedly in the report so
letters and numbers have been assigned to them. A listing of these










I m 2 m 2 jk +'I
jk jk C23
J
Cl 3 m . CI 2 C2
jk
CI 2 m 2] jk C2
m 2 jk 2]
m 2 jk (mjk) I - (C13)" jk (mjk) I [C33CII - 3
23
IC m 2 j31jk [cJk (_jk) ] jk C213 L 22 - - C12
m 2 jk Cljk [c_k, (_jk) ], Cl 223












r_2 _*t . ____^_
















2 r'(l"v2) _ -i 0
G1(_, 8, T) cos ke d_d8
+I 2_
+ [[ a2[-f*( ¢, +)3












cos ke d_d8 /
J
E;; •GI(_, 8, T) cos _ (_+I) d_de
-i 0
+I 2_











cos _ (¢+i) d_de
/ _[h*(¢, z) cose3
-i 0
cos 2/_ (_+i) dSde
(3.0-12)
2_(l-v2)V






a[f*(_, T)] sin "12_ (_+I) d_dO
_g*(_, Z) sinS_








[h (_, x) cosS3 sin _-_ (_+i) d_d6

























cos 2_- (_+i) d_
G2(_, O, T) sin _ ($+i) sin kO dSd6
_2r *(.
- _g _, T)sin _]sln j_ (_+I) sin kO d_dO
_2 2
(3.o-14)
C3(_ , O, T) sln_-2_(_+l) cos kO d_d0



















+n(_) slni_2_ (_+I) d_
4[h*(¢, z) cos_] sin j_ (¢+1) cos k0 d_d0
2
(3.0-i5)


























@Vn(_) sin "I---2W _+i) d_
_"n(_) sin _ (_+1) cK
¢"Vn(_) sin _ (_+I) d_
'n(_) cos _ (_+I) d_
[50(.)]2 sin _jlO(,.) do
I11
IQjk(n)]l sin_jk(T-n) dn

















The dynamic response of a large rocket booster, idealized as
a free-free, thin-walled cylinder shown in Figure (i) is investigated
in this analysis. Powered flight simulation is produced by a gimbaled,
time-varying end thrust controlled by sensors located at the center of
mass as shown in Figures 2(a) and (b).
The analysis presented in this report represents a continuation
of an earlier analysis by Hill (ref. i), who in a response study investi-
gated the simply-supported case. Theadditlonal instabilities reported
in Section I0.0, STABILITY ANALYSIS, represent the coupling effect from
consideration of beam action, not considered in the previously mentioned
analysis.
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5.0 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
5.1 Equations of Motion of the Shell Element
Using the sign convention of Figure (I), the equations of motion
of the shell element as given by langhaar (ref. 2) and as used by Hill
(ref. I) are as follows:
Nx 1 Nsx
-- + + P = Ph a (a)
_x r _8 x x
_Nxe 1 _N8 Qe
_---_+ ....r _8 r + Pe = Ph a 8 (b)
_--_-+ +-- N 8 + P = Ph a




--_x + r _8 " Qx 0 (d)
_xe i _Me
x r _ + qe = 0 (e)
I
Nsx " Nx8 = r Mex (f)
where the rotary inertia of the shell has been disregarded. All terms
used in the above equations of motion are defined in the LIST OF SYMBOLS.
5.2 Newton's laws of Plane Motion
Locating the moving coordinate system at the center of mass of the
cylindrical shell shown in Figure (2) and using Newton's Laws of plane






Figure i SIGN CON_'ENTION FOR .... n_,^_=_ nT_DTA_M_T_
STRESS RESULTANTS, AND MOMENT RESULTANTS IN
THE THIN-WALLED CYLINDRICAL SHELL
21
YZ
Figure 2(a) UNDEFLECTED CYLINDER IN THE MOVING
(X, Y, Z) COORDINATE SYSTEM
T(t)
y!
Figure 2(b) DEFLECTED CYLINDER IN THE MOVING (X v, Y', Z v)
COORDINATE SYSTEM WITH ORIGIN ALWAYS AT THE
CENTER OF MASS. (NOTE THAT THE X v yv COORDINATES
CONTINUE TO BE IN THE XY PLANE)
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MX = 2_r T(t) cos (K + i)# - Mg
MY = 2_r T(t) sin (K + i)_





where the assumption is made that the deformation does not change the
half length nor the mass moment of inertia of the cylindrical shell.
5.3 Expressions for the Axial, Circumferential_ and Normal Components
of Acceleration
Kinematics of a moving point will yield expressions for a , _,and
x
a in terms of u, v, and w, the shell displacements, and X, Y, and S ,
z




+ X" COX_ + Y sins- r cose_ _f_2
+2S_ sins + _ cos8 ) (a)
a e
2
= _--Xv+ (r cose_
_t2
2












The underlined terms are Coriolis terms and will be neglected in the
subsequent analysis.
Substituting the expressions for ax, % , and aZ into equations
(5.1-1), eliminating uhe shearing forces Qx and Q8 in equations (5.1-1)(d) and (e)
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and adding the acceleration of gravity terms, renders the three following
equations:
_Nx 1 _Nex _2u
--_ + r- _ + Px = Ph --_t2 + fl (x, 8, t) + 0hg cos_ (a)
I _Ne _Nx e i _Mxe i _Me
¥ _- + -ff- + -r _x 2 _e
r
+ P0 = oh --_2v + f2
_t 2
(x, e, t)
+ phg sin _slnO (b)
2Mi i _2Mex _ x 1 _2Mx e I _2Me
-- NO + + _x_O + + PZ
r r _x_e _x2 .r r _O 2
= _h _2-_ + f3 (x, e, t)
_t
+ _h8 sin_ cose (c)
(5.3-2)
where
fl(x, e, t) = oh(X cos# + Y sin_ - r cose_ - x_ 2) (a)
f2(x, e, t) = 0h(X sin_ - Y cos_ + r cose_ 2 . x_) sine (b)
fB(x, O, t) = 0h(X sin_ - Y cos_ + r cosO_ 2 - x_) cosO (c)
(5.3-3)
5.4 Approximate Relations Between Stress and Moment Resultants and
Displacements
The following approximate relations between the stress resultants
and the displacements will be used to write equations (5.3-2) in terms
of the displacements u, v, and w.
x E v<v1.v 2 _ + 7 U - (a)
24
N = _V2 r _ - + _e I (b)
_i _u _v1Nxe --Nex = Gh _ + _x
[_2w v _2w]
_I _2w + _ _2w 7






Substituting equations (5.4-1) into equations (5.3-2) renders the
following:
_u F(I -v) _2u i + v _2v v _w (I v2) [-oh _2u9 4- = -
_x= 2r- _e2 2r _x_e r _x Eh |
L dE
+ fl(x, 8, t) - PII
(i+_) 2 2
u + (l-v) _ v + i _2v





12r 2 ax2 Be
3w_+ h2 _ o 2v7
+ -- (I-_) #'v +
r--_ 83)12r2 L ? r2 _82J







r2 _-d r " _ _x--'_ r _x 2_----62 r3-_4 / (c)
5.5 Simplification of the Equations of Motion In Terms of the Shell
Displacements
As advanced by Donnell (ref. 3), and as recently considered by Yu
(ref. 4) the components u and v are considered to be of the order of
magnitude w _ then the last two terms on the left side of equation
(5.4-2b) and the last term on the left side of equation (5.4-2c) are
of a higher order than all of the others and may be neglected. The
equations are therefore reduced to the following simpler form:
2 Ei} u + (I _- v) i}2u + (i+_) i) 2-- v v _w (l'v2) h 82u8x2 2r 2 _e2 2r _ " r _-_ = "Eh 8t2
+ fl (x, 8, t) -Pxl
2r
_2 (l-v) _2
u + v + i
_x_8 2 _x2 r2
_2v
_}82
1 _w ( 1-9 2 ) F _2v






I _v w _4w
-r r
+
+ f2(x, e, t) -Psi
2 ;}4w + 1 84w_I
r2 8x2_82 r4 _-_]
_ (l-v 2) Foh %2w




It can be seen that neglecting the above mentioned terms is equivalent
to neglecting the term Q8 in equation (5.1-1b) and the terms Bv and
r B8
_v
_-_ in the expressions for the change in curvature and the twist of the
middle of the shell.
The simplified equations become
2 2 2
____Eu+ (l-v) B u + (i+_) _ v _ _w
Bx2 2r 2 _e2 2r BxB8 r _x
+ FI(X , 8, t) (a)
(i+_) _2u (l-v) _2v I
+ +
2r _xB8 2 Bx2 r2
_2v I _w
- -f = _-_
_e2 r
_





B0 2 w "_
r
+ F3(x , 8, t) (c)
where
l.v 2
FI(X , 8, t)- Eh (fl" P1 )
2
F2"x,k 8, t) -- 1.VEh (f2 " P2 )
2






5.6 Transformation to Dimensionless Equations
In order to present the equations of motion in d_ensionless
form the following parameters will he used
, _ = _i t, I = L/r
u = u/L, v = vie, w = w/L




The equations of motion beaome
_26 + (l-v) 12
_2 2
--_ + --y- x _---F" _x _-[= E
_e
+ Cl(_ , e, T) (a)
-- 32-6u l-v _2V 12 _2__ 21l+vt + + v t 2 _W -- (1"_°2) P_ L2 72__.x
2 _ 2 ?_2 ?9"-"2 - _e E 3.r2




- - _-_ V-4 w = (l'V21 2 L2 _ w + G3(_ ' 8, T) (c)
where
el(C, e, _) = LFI(¢, e, T)
G2(_ , e, T) = LF2(_ , 8, T)






52 = __32 + X2 32
_2 302 (5.6-4)
5_7 Intermediate and Final Forcin$ Functions
5.7.1 Inertial Forces
Using the dimensionless coordinates
X Y
= - Yo = witXo L' i' _= (5.7-1)
the inertial forces in equations (5.3-3) can be written in dimensionless
form as follows:
fl(£, O, t)= ohL_2(_o cos_ + Yo
f2((, 8, _)=O hL_2(Xo sin_- Yo
f3 (6, O _) = 0hLml2(Xo sins - O
.2
sine - _ COS8 - _ [ ) (a)
r 2 .]$_
cos_ + _ cos e ) sine (b)
(5.7-2)
cos_+ L_ 2 cose-_) cose (c)
5.7.2 Distributed Surface Forces
Since only the gimbaled thrust T(t) is considered in the analysis
the distributed forces PI' P2' and P3 in equations (5.5-3) are written
PI (8, t) = T(t) cos K_ - Ogh cos_
_2' °, _' U "_' ......... _...... U....






In terms of dimensionless time parameter T = _i t the equations are
written
Pl(e, T) = To(l- ycos _T) cos K_ - pgh cos_ (a)
F2(e, T) = -ETo(I - ycos _T) sin K_ + pgh sln_ sine (b)
P3(e, T)=-_o(1- ycos aT)sin K_+Ogh sin*] cose (c)
where





Substituting equations (5.7-2)and (5.7-4) into equations (5.6-3)
the final forcing terms in dimensionless form are written
GI(_, e, T)= (l-v2)_[_2--_l-ycos_T)cos K_- _ cose __2_ I (a)
I__O _2 _I sineG2(_, e, T) = (i-9 2) u -_-(l-ycosST) sin K_ + _-- cos8 - _2















The method of solution of equations (5.6-2) will be the Galerkin
procedure used earlier in Technical Memo #38, where the advantages of
the method were listed in CONCLUSIONS, p. 46 of that memo.
6.2 Approximating Forms Used in the Galerkin Procedure
Rewriting the equations of motion (5.6-2)
2- (l-v) 12 82_ + (14_) I 82_ 8l__P_+ __ _I --
8_2 2 802 2 _80 8_
= (l-v2)_ --82u+ GI(_ , O T)
_T2
(a)
(1-1_) 22- 2-u + (l-v) 8 v 2 82_ 2 8W
2 I 8_8e 2 _ 2 + t --Be2 -t --De





2 8v 2-- o _4_ = (l_v2)_ 8___ww
+ C3(_ , O, "r) (c)
The Galerkin procedure requires the use of assumed approximating
functions for u_ v, and w in the above equations. In this analysis we
chose the approximating forms
M N
_(_, 8, t)=m_E n_ Umn (T) finn((' 8) + u*((, T) (a)
31
M N
_(_, 0, T)=m_0 hi0 Vmn (3) gmn(_, e)+ v*(_, o, 3) (b) (6.2-2)
M N ,
_(_, o, 3) =m__O n_o w=_(3) hm_(_, O) +w (¢, O, _) (c)
where




_P(l-ycos_z) cos k_b (_- 7") (a)
v (_, o, 3) =g (¢, T) sin o (b) (6.2-3)
* h*(¢w (¢, O, 3) = , 3) cos O (c)
and
m_
fmn(_, e) = cos-_- (_+i) cos no (a)
gmn(_, 0) = sin_ (¢+i) sin n8 (b) (6.2-4)
mw
hmn(_ , o) = sin_- (¢+1) cos nO (c)
* g*(¢ *It can be seen that the functions f (_, T), , 3), h (&, z),
fmn(_, 0), gnm(_, O) and hnm(_, 0) satisfies the boundary conditions
at _ = -I and ¢ = +I. Additionally, as shown in APPENDIX A, the
assumed forms for _, v and w satisfies the stress resultant-displacement
relationship which renders the required edge loading.
(N_)_= -I = -To(l - ¥cos_3) cos k_ (a)




The significance of the indices m and n in fmn(_, 0), gmn(_, 0),
and hnm(E, O) can be more easily understood by referring to the vibration
shapes of Figures 3(a) and 3(b) and the nodal arrangement of Figure 4.
6.3 Resultlni$ Equations After Use of the Galerkln Method
Substituting the approximating functions h, _, and W and their
required partial derivatives into equations (6.2-1), multiplying the
first, second, and third resulting equations by the orthogonal functions
fjk(E, 8), 8jk(_, 8) and hjk(E, e), respectively, and forming double






l-v2)_ finn(E, 8)fjk(_, 8) d/_d8 Umn(T)
-I 0
12_ 2
" j J [ _'_E_ + -- _'_ fjk(E, 8) dE UmnC-r)
-1 0
12_ 2
2 BE8e fjk(E, 8) clE_ Vmn(T)
-I 0
+ vh;; 8E fjk(E, e) dEd0 Wren(T)
-1 0
1 2_










J = I, 2, ..., M1












Figure 3(b) AXIAL VIBRATION SHAPES FOR THE FREE-FREE,
THIN-WALLED CYLINDER
34
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Hf ... 1 2, 2n_=O L 2 J.,' _ _ro_e _ gjk(_ '
-1 0 e> d_de I _{T>
+ i'v2)V gran(_, O) gjk(_ ' e) d_del rum(T)
-10
-I 0
_;t :T)slne 1f f
-1 0
i_ 1 2Tr 2
- " ran ) 2
1 2_r
=Tf ',, .. .
G2(¢, e, t) gjk(¢,O ) d_de _ ;_ a2Lf=( x)
"2 ff_gjk(,, e> a¢ao
gjk (_, e) dCde
-1 0
1 27r
. ,2 f f , 2[o.
I 2_-1 0 30"- gjk(_, O) d_dO
+ ,2f f _g <,, o>
-1 0 jk d_dO
J = I, 2, ..., HI







n=O II. 1"/ I- li (I, 0)" _I hjk(l , 8) d_de Umn('_)
-I 0
12_
[ _2ff _gmn(¢, o) "_
- _e hjk(_ , 8) dgde J Vmn(T)
-I 0
1 2_
j = O, I, =., , M,
.L
k = O_ i, ... , N 1 (6.3-3)
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6.4 Remaining E_uations After Consideration of the Ind_nes j and k
6.4.1
6.4.2
For O =m = O, k = n = 0
+ v_
1 2,_




f f _h*<_,_)cos_a_ d_dO
-1 0





(l-v2)u (2_) _Ok(t) + (l-v)2 %2k2 (2_) Uok(r) =
6.4.3
i 2_ 1 2_
-ffGl(_, o, _)cosko d_do+ff a2f*c_'T) coskO d_do
a_ 2
-1 0 1 2_ 2 _.-1 0
+ (l+v)_ FFa [g"(_, T) sin 6]
2 jj a_a0 cos ke d_,d$
-i 0
12_
_ . ff _[h*(_, aCT)cos _¢os kO d_dO
-1 0










GI(_, e, _) cos (_+l) dE dO
-i 0
1 27
_2 cos (_+I) d_d8
-tO
12,,












_ 2 WjO('r )
Ol 2 _
1 27 -1 0




- v 3¢ _-sin 2_- (_+1) dCd6
. :ilO_3"[g*((, z) sin O]sin __ (,+i) d_dO
-i U
12,,,
/29 _+ X- h (_, T) cosO sin _ (g+l) d_dO
1 2_ 1 0





6.4.4 For j = m = i, 2, ..., MI; k = n = I, 2, ..., N 1







f f _2[f*(_' T)] c°s J_ (6+I) c°sk02 d6d0
-I 0 a_2
sine]
cos 2_ (6+1) cos k0 d6d0
d_ dO
(l+_)Aff2 _2[g*(6ta_a0T)
1 2-_ l 0
a6
-1 0
Rearranging (dividing thru by (l-v 2) _w)
cos_ (¢+1) cos k_ d_d0 (6.4-5)
.. j2 2
Ujk(T) + + 2(l-v)_2k 2 jk _ X Vjk(T)4(i.v2)_ Ujk(T) " 4(1- v)
+ v_ j_ I
2(i_v2)_ Wjk(T) = . _(l.v2)
I jl .jO2_
FFO (_ O ) cos _ (_+l)co k0
1 ' , T s
I 2_




+ (l+v)_ f f a2[g*(6 ' ,)sin0]






cos 2_- (6+1) cos kO
cos "_- (¢+i) cos kO
2








2 2 Ujk(3) + (l'v2)U_ Vjk (_) +[ (I'_)j2"28 + x2k2]''j Vjk (3)
. _2k_ Wjk(T) = _
i 27
f fG2 (_' 8' T) sin j_ (_+I) sln k8d_de2
-I 0
12.
;*-' _ f (E,.t) :
_-_ X a¢_0 sin # (r+l) sin kO d_dB
-I 0
(1-v)f2 @2[g*(g' 2t) sin 0]sin j_2 (g+l) sin ks dgde
-i 0 a_





Rearranging (dividing thru by (l-_2)u.)
(6.4-7)
jk>,, Ujk(X) + "" ('r) + (l-v) .}2 2 + 8 ),2k2








aCao sin (_+i) sin k0 d_d0
-I 0
12,










Bib*({, ,) cos 8] sin 2_ (¢+i) sin k8 dcd =





vl j_2 Ujk(T) - 12k_ Vjk(T) + (I-_2)U_ Wjk(T)
1 2_
// •= - G3(_, 8, T) sin 2_ (_+I) cos k8 dSde
-I 0
12_
-_If/ _[f*(_ T)] sin_2 _ (_+i)cos k8 d_d8
-I 0
1 2_





+ 12 / / _*(_, 3) cos0] sin _ (_+i) cos k0 d_dO
-I 0
2 1 2_
o / /_4[h*(_ ' 3)cosS] sin _2_(_+i)cos k8 d_d8+ 12
-I 0
(6.4-9)























_ _ _4 h*(_, _) _os
-1 0
sin/_2_ (_+i) cos k8
6.4.5 Simplification and Summary of the Equations
D00(T) =
4_ (l-v 2)_
GI(_, 8, T) d_d0 +
a_2
-I 0 -i 0
i 2_
(]+v)), /" /" a2[g*(_, T) sin O]
+ 2 J 3 a_ao d_dO
-1 0
_._ a[h*(_, ) coso]d_ =- :-)







2(l+v)U U0k(T) = - E /o"I GI(_, 0, T) cos kO d_dO2_(1-v2)U
i 2_
r f ">]




(l+v)_ / f a2[g*(_, ,) sin B]+ 2 a_ao
-1 o










4(1-2)u Ujo(_) + _x
j_ Wjo(_) = _ I .__
2(i- 2)u 2_(l-v 2)u
1 2_























C3(_, 8, T) sin _ (_+I) d_d8
1 2_
a_ sin _ ($+i) d_d8
-1 0
1 2_r
+ t2 f f a[g*({, T)sinO]ao sin _9_ (_+1) d_d8
-1 0
1 2w




- "i_ _ 4Eh*(6, T) cosO]
- 0
Finally, the equations may be written
02} +  2k2
1"Jjk(T) + 4(i__2)_ Ujk(T) " 4(l-v)_ Vjk(T)
(6.4-14)
+ _k _ Wjk(_) = [qjk(_)]1
2(I-_2)_
(6.4-15)
jkl_ Ujk(T) + _jk(T) + (l-u)j2_ 2 + 8_2k 2 Vjk(_)
" 4(l-v)_ 8(i.u2)_
k_2 Wjk(_) = [Qjk(_)] 2
(l-u2)V
(6.4-16)




2{J 2_2 + k2_2) 212_2 + °\ 4
+ ---
12(1__2)_ Wjk(T) [Qjk(T)] 3
(6.4-17)
6.4.6 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions used in this analysis will be as follows
for T = 0
u( 6,
M N mr *
e, 0) = m_ nE=O U cos _-- (6+1) cos ne + u (6,
O, O) (a)
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m 7 (_+1) cos ne + w (_, e, 0) (c)
where
2 T
u (% 0) - I-_ oEh 2 (l-y) cos k_
v (_, 8, 0) = g (_) 0)n sin G







Vmn(0) = Vmn (b) (6.4-20)
Wren(O)= Wmn (c)
Sccondly, the initial conditions
will be imposed.
V,
3___-(_, 0, 0) = 0 (a)
_T
av (_, e o) = o (b) (6.4-21)
_w __ o o_ = o (c)
Prior to solving equations (6.4-11) thru (6.4-17) it will be necessary to
determine expressions for ,(T), the rigid-body angle of rotation about the
center of mass, and for g (_, _), the end displacement of the free-free
cylinder.
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7.0 DETERMINATION OF THE RIGID BODY ANGLE OF ROTATION





(I - ycos Rt) sin K_ = 0





(I - Ycos Ot)_ = 0 (7.1-2)





ya (7 1-3)q= 2
the equation may be written
d--_2 + (a - 2q cos 2T I)_ = 0
1
(7.1-4)
Equation (7.1-4) is a particular case of a linear second order
differential equation with periodic coefficients considered as the
canonical form of the Matheau equation having different solutions
according to the values of the parameters a and q. The theory for the
solution of equation (7.1-4) is given in McLachlan (ref. 5),
Tisserand (ref. 6),and Whittaker (ref. 7).
For cylindrical shells approximating the size of a large booster,
and considering the magnitude of the thrust, To, that they encounter,
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proper range restrictions on the parameters a and q will be
0<a<l 0<qE0.05 (7.1-5)
The solution of equation (7.1-4) takes different forms according to the
values of a and q. A stability for the Matheaufunction in the (a, q)
plane is shownon page 40 of McLachlan (ref. 5).
Considering the range restrictions of relations (7.1-5) the stable
solution of equation (7.1-4) for q small and positive can be written
i 8TI _ i2rT I
_(TI) = e r=-® C2r e (7.1-6)
Substituting equation (7.1-6) into equation (7.1-4) and equating the
12rT I
coefficient of e to zero for r = -® to +_ yields the recurrence
relation
[a (2r + 8)2]
- C2r - q (C2r+2 + C2r_2) = 0
Equation (7.1-7) is a linear difference equation and it can be shown
(see pp. 37 and 90 of McLachlan, ref. 5) that
(7.1-7)




assuring the convergence of the series in equation (7.1-6).
equation (7.1-7) by L(2r + S)_ - aJ renders
Dividing




which can be written as
C2r + _r(C2r+2 + C2r_2) = 0 (7.1-10)
With r= ... -2_ -I, O, i, 2, ... we obtain the system of linear
equations
• • • • e • •
• + 0 + __4C.6 + C.4 + _ 4C.2 + 0 + 0 +
• + 0 + 0 + _.2C.4 + C.2 + _.2C0 + 0 +
• + 0 + 0 + 0 + _0C.2 + C0 + _0C2 +
• + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + _2C0 _ +
• + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + G4C 2 +
• I • _ 0
0 + 0 +-=0
0 + 0 + -=0
0 + 0 +'=0
C 2 + _2C4 + 0 +.=0
C4 + _4C6 + • = 0
• • Q _ 0
For equation (7.1-6) to be a solution of the Matheau equation (7.1-4),
equations (7.1-11) must be a consistent system of equatlonsp i.e._
they must be satisfied slmultaneously_ thus the determinant of their
coefficient must vanish• The infinite determinant is written
A(B) =
• • • . • • • • •
" q4 i {-4 0 0 0 0
• 0 _-2 1 _-2 0 0 0 "
. 0 0 Go I Go 0 0 "
. 0 0 0 62 I 62 0 "
• 0 0 0 0 _4 I _4 "





When expanded this constitutes an equation in 8.
Some of the properties of A(8) are as follows:
I. A(-8) = A(8), even functlon of 8
2. A(8-2) = A(8) = A(8+2), periodic in 2
3. Only singularities of A(S) are simple poles which
occur when [(2r + B) 2 - a] = O, i.e., S = a% - 2r and
B = -(a _ + 2r).
(7.1-13)
Note that the function
x(e) = 1
cos 8_ - cos _ a_ (7.1-14)
has simple poles at the same values of 8 ( the assumption is made that
a # 4r 2, so 8 = 0 is not a pole) wh_le its period is that of A(8).
From the above statement it follows that the function
_(e) = _(_) - c x(e) (7.1-15)
will have no singularities if C is suitably chosen, so by Liouville's
theorem it must be a constant,
To determine C we proceed as follows: When 8 ÷_ all of the
in the infinite determinant tend toward zero, and the diagonal elements
alone remain, Th,Js
lira a(s) = 1 (7.1-16)





_,(B) = I (7.1-18)
cx(6) = _(_) . 1 (7.1-19)
A(e) - l
c = ×(6) (7.1-20)
When 6 = O,
x(o) = 1
(l - cos _a "_) (7.1-21)
while the value of &(8) is a(O), and
q , a # 4r 2
6r = (4r 2 . a)
(7.1-22)
so equation (7.1-20) is written
(7.1-23)
The preceding analysis has been based upon Whittaker (ref. 13).
The determinantal equation is satisfied if B is such that A(8) = O.
Substituting this for A(8) in equation (7.1-15) and equating to
equation (7.1-20) renders
=[1 - - cos (7.1-24)






B_ -- A(O) sin 2 _a½
sin2 2 2 (a # 4r 2) (7.1-27)
The values of 6 which satisfy equation (7.1-27) also satisfy the infinite
determinant, equatious (7.1-12). Hence 6 is determined if A(0) can be
If q is small, see Tisserand (ref. 6), A(0) is approximatedevaluated.
as
2
_q a%cot _ (7.1-28)
4(0) _I - 4a_(a i)
so that equation (7.1-27) may be written
cos _ = cos _a½ +
2
wq sin _a ½ (7.1-29)
4a½(a - i)
Various numeric_ examples have indicated that only three terms
of the series in equation (7.1-6) are sufficient to render an adequate
solution of equation (7.1-4) for the restricted ranges of a and q in
equation (7.1-5). Thus C4 and all higher order coefficients and C_4
and all lower order coefficients are considered as zero. The
linear difference equation [equation[7.1-7_ yields for r = 1 the
following:
0
C2 = q )2 (Co + C/4) (7.1-30)
a - (2 +6
and for r ----i
0
qC_2 = (C0 +
a - (6 - 2)2 "4) (7.1-31)
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For r = 0, equation (7.1-7) provides a check, we should have
2q2[I i](a ) = a (2 + B) 2 +
- a - (8 - 2) 2 (7.1-32)
How well equation (7.1-32) is satisfied is a measure of the adequacy of
the solution. Since the solutions of file Matheau equation (equation 7.1-4)
are arbitrary to a constant multiplier, an assigned value of CO = I
results in
C-2- q )2 ' C2 = qa - (8 - 2 a - (2 + 8) 2 (7.1-33)
Referring to equation (7.1-6) and restricting the series to three
terms, the general solution of equation (7.1-4) is written
_(tl) = al [C_2 cos (2-B)_ + cos B31 + C2 cos (2+8)31]
C "+ a2 -C 2 sin (2- _T I + sin B3 1 + C2 sin (2+8)31
= =-- T, equation (7.1-35) can be written for time 3
Since TI _t 2_i
_(T) = al [C.2 cos (2.B)_* * ]T + COS B_ t + C2 cos (24B)_'3






7.2 Expression for the An_le of Rotation
The expression for the angle of rotation _(T) is written
_(_) = al -2 cos (2-6) _ "c + cos 62--_-1 "c k C2 cos (2+8) f_2,,,1
fl O fl T]+ a2 -C_2 sin (2-B) 2_ I T + sln 82_i _+ C2 sin (2+B)
(7.2-1)
_T= 0 = _0 = al(l + C 2 + C. 2) (7.2-2)
d" T= 0 = 2(_--'_" (7 ° q
For initial conditions
_(0) = _o d--"_Id'_ 3=0
=0 (7.2-4)
Equation (7.2-1) can be written
3
_(z) = E A. cos £ T
i=1 l i (7.2 *'-3,/
where
A 1 = aI C_2 = _C.2
_o





= alC 2 =_C 2










The important results of Section 7 are summarized below.
f- .'I
I. The general solution of the Mathea_ equation [equatlon(7.1-4)J
is given by equation (7.1-6).
2. The a's in equation (7.1-35)are determined from initial
conditions by equation (7.2-2) and (7.2-3).
3. The C's in equations (7.2-2) and(7.2-3) are determined by
equations (7.1-33).
4. The value of the infinite determinant of equation (7.1-12)
when 8= 0 is determined from the equation (7.1-28).
5. The stability parameter 8 is determined from either equation
(7.1-27) or equation (7.1-29).
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8.0 END DISPLACEMENTS
8.1 Method of Determination
The transverse displacement (restrxc_ed to the x-y plane) at the
ends of the cylindrical shell will be determined as follows:
A. The free-free cylinder will be treated as a free-free beam
(see reference 8) of equal mass and length.
B. The transverse displacement equation of a previous analysis
will be used since solutions are fully detailed.
8.2 Application of Beam Theory For the Free-Free Beam
The generalized displacement equation is written
N
g (_i T) = qB&+ n_=l qn(X) _n(_) (8.2-I)
where
qB - rotation of the undeflected beam (cylinder) axis about
the center of mass.
qn(T) - generalized coordinate associated with _n (_)'
_n(_) - nth vibration mode shape of a free-free beam (cylinder).
See Figure 5 for mode shapes.








Figure 5 SINGLE SPAN BEAM HAVING FREE-FREE END CONDITIONS
SHOWING THE SHAPES OF THE FIRST FEW NATURAL MODES
OF VIBRATION IN FLEXURE
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Cn(_) = cosh -_- (_!I) + cos _ (_;+i) - _ sinh -- (_,+I)n
+ sin _- (_+I) (8.2-2)
Properties of this function _n(_) are listed in Timoshenko (ref. 9) and
Young (ref. I0) so there is little need for further discussion except
that Cn(_ ) satisfies the differential equation.
where
d4_
n = Xn 4
d$4 n (8.2-3)
4 2 m(2L) 4 (8.2-A_,
Xn = _n E1
and
- lateral bending frequency of the nth mode of the free-free beam
n
m - mass per unit length of beam
2L - length of the uniform beam, (the beam length of 2L was chosen
to conform to the cylinder length)
E1 - bending stiffness of the uniform beam.
8.3 End Displacements and Derivatives
The spatial and time derivatives of the displacement equations are
as follows:







qn ('r )(_) _bnt(_ )




The above terms Will be substituted into equations, as need, in





' 9.0 SOLUTION OF THE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
9.1 Laplace Transformation of the Equations
Equations (6.4-13) and (6.4-14) are rewritten
.2 2
Uj0(_) + J " (T) + J_
4(i_ 2)_ UJ 0 2(i__2)_ WjO(T) = [Pjo(_)] I
(9.1-_)
.4 4 2
Uj0(t) + _j0(T) + 192X 2 + J _ o
192(I-_2)_
Wj0(_) = [Pj0(t)]2 (9.1-2)
Transforming the above equations
jO jO-- [_jO(T)] 1 uJ0 _/_00(s2 + Cll) _jO(T) + c12 Wj0(T) = + s + (9.1-3)





j0 = j_v_ (b)
c12 2(i._2)u
jO jO
c21 = c12 (c)
(9.t-5)
j0 192 2 + j44





Solving for _j0(x) and Wjo(_) we have
rP._(t )] 2 jO j0s +c22 - [Pj0(T)]2 + u








s2 + Cll c12
j0 o jO
c21
Equations (6.4-15) thru (6.4-17) are rewritten
2 2 %2k2
_jk(_) + j _ + 2(l-v)
4(I-v2)_
jk_ (_)
Ujk(T) " 4(I-v)U Vjk
+ v_j_ , Wjk(T) = [Qjk(T)I I
2(i-v2)_
(9.1-9)
.2 2 8A2k 2
jk_ Ujk(_) + "_jk(r) + (i-v) j _ + Vjk(T)
_,,,_ .,2_.. g(l_v2,_u













Transforming the above equations we have
jk _jk(T) + c jk -- _) = (9.1-12)
(9.1-13)
jk- jk-- _) + (s2 "' [_ )]c31 Ujk(T) + c32 Vjk( + cJ_31 _jk (T) = jk (T 3 + SWjk (9.1-14)
where Ujk' Vjk ' and Wjk axe assumed to be zero and










c21 = ¢12 (4)













jk 12_2 + a2 14"1-4- + k2













































82+ Jk [ ] + jk
Cll LQjk(T)J i SUjk c13
jk jk
c21 [Qjk(T)]2 + SVjk c23
jk [_ _ 2+ Jk
c31 L'_jk(T ,j 3 +SWjk s c33
(9.1-18)
21 8 c22 + SVjk
c31 c32 jk ('r) 3 + SWjk
(9.1-19)
The equations for the transformed displacements _jk(Z),
and Wjk(T ) can be written





Vjk(T) - -- = jk jk cJkl jkAjk_) k(')]1 + _"j 31_23 " {2 + 331_2
._ko_kIs2+c_)c2 jk_s_+ Qjk(T)]3 + swj 21 13 "
(9.1-21)
(9.1-22)
Equation (6.4-11) is rewritten
I ij__ _ 1 2_ 2 *1 /i a If _, T)] d_d eGI(_, 8, r)d_d0 +
4_(i'v2) - 0 -i 0 a_2
i 2_
- I I a [g (_, T)sin _ d_d0







cos _ d_deI= P00 (T) (9.1-23)
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Substituting GI( _, 8, z)# P00(z) is evaluated
P00(z) = . i (l-v2)_ -_- (i - ycos _T) cos K_ - cos8
4_(I'_2) -I 0








- _ (1-ycos (9.1-25)
Equation (9.1-23) can now be written
T
 00( o oT) = - -_ (l-ycos _T) cos K_ - _ (I-ycos_T) cosK_
=_ _ +_ (l--_cos_) cos_<_ (9.1-26)
Rewriting equation (6.4-12)
2 2
k _ Uok(_) = _ i
Uok (T) + 2(1+ _IJ 2_(I.v2)_
+
I 2_r













cos kO dgdO = Pok(x) (9.1-27)
Substituting GI(_, O, x), we can write P0k(X)
P0k(X ) =
+
i 2_ r ..




- _ _ cos ke d_d8
I 2_
f "X f a g (_, x) cosO cos kO d_dO
4_(l-v)_ J _ _
-i 0
1 2_

















ah (_t r) cosO cos kO d_dO
a_
1
_g*(g, r) d_ - vX f
3_ 2(1.v2)U
-I
g (_, x) = h*(E, x)
cosO cos ke dEdO
(9.1-29)
the expression for P0k (x) is written





which, upon substitution of g (6, T), reduces to
, X 2qB(_) + qn(T )P0k (_) = klk + 4(Iq-u)_
n=l
Sn (g) d (9.1-31)
Substituting for _(T) and evaluating, the equation will be
I




+ I Cn (_)
n=l
Equation (9.1-27) can now be written






4(l*_)u I i2 qB(r) +
n=l
Transforming, equation (9.1-33) is _itten












i i cos _I T]
and the solution becomes













_(n) sin _Ok(T-n) dn




8 N 1 T
A Ik I ¢n(¢) ] / qn(n) sin _Ok(_-n) dn
4(l+v)V _0k n=l -i 0
(9.1-35)
Evaluating the first integral and _$) at the limits ±I,U0k(T ) is written
I 2
Uok(_) = uOk cos _Ok T + 61k I A. _i
--_ i=l i fi2 . (_Ok)2 (cos fliT - cos _0k _)
+
2(l+v)u _0k I /qB(n) sin m0k(_-n) dn
0
N T+ I [l+(-_)n] /qn(n) sin%k(,-n)d
n=l 0




6ik E AifiU0k(T) = Uok cos roOkT +--_ " 2
i=l fli - (m0k)2





,=-S (%+s)_ - - (%k)
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(_r + sl
+ i w _ sin _0k T - e
Ok
+S N
} f I [I + ('l)n]
s = -S n=l
(er+S)
+ i _ sin W0kt -
'"Ok
en(S) Ics - )2 os _0k T
[(ar + )_] 2 (wOk
h
i(ar + s) "_tI (9.1-37)
J
and in final form, the solution is written
I
+ikU0k(t) = U0k cos ,.0kt +T
2
Ai_ i
2 )2_os flit - cos W0kt )
_i - (wOk
+
161k +S N CB(S) + [I+(-I) n] Cn(S)
2(I-Fu)Ia S----_ nll= [(ar +s)_]2 " (Ok'm )2
Ie (ar+S)_ - }OS W0kT + i -- sin W0kT e i(_r+s)_T
wOk
(9.1-38)
i = I, 2, ... I
r = I, 2, ..., R
s = -S to +S








2 (l-v2)U -I 0
GI(_, 8, %) cos _ (6+1) dSd-3
2 *







ff a*vX 13 (¢_ T) cose]
2_(i-v2)_-i 0 8_
COS 2_ (_+1) d8
cos j_ (_+i) dCd%
2 (9.1-39)




(I'v2)U [-_T2 (l-ycos _T) COS K_PjO (T) 1
I (i- ) o (l-Xcos _T) Cos K_
2 _(I_ v2 )U_j1L 2_) Eh 2
i'COS8 - _2rl"_
" k _jc°s _ (_+i) d_d0









2 _(I- v2) _ _
-i 0








= ;2(_) J-; [(-1 - (9.1-41)
.2
Substituting _ (r), the expression for
Pj0 (T) I becomes
A.A fl.fl sin _.T sin _ T
I m i m 1 m
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+ _ A.2 2I fli sin2
i=m=l

















2_ (1-v2)u -1 0
_f (_, T) sin j_ (E+I) dEdO
8E 2
[g*(E, T) slnO]
_8 sin _ (E+I) dEdO




24_ (I'92)U -i 0
_4 [h*(E 3) cos0] sin j_ (E+I) dEdO
' 2 (9.1-43)
Substituting for G3(_ , 0, 3), the expression becomes
1 2_ I-
_ ff (1__92)1.1 __ ____0(1-yCOS_T)sin ._
[Pj0CT )]2 2_ (1-92)U -I 0
v), [(2_) 1-92
2 (1-92)1a Eh
A cosO- _ COS8 sin (E+I) d_d8+
I
0 '
-2- (l-yCos _T) Cos , (1- E) sin _ (E+I) d E
-i
72





g (_, 3) cosO sin j_ (_+I) d_de2
°




_) cos0] sin _ (_+I) dE dO (9.1-44)
Rearranging
1 2_
fJ] =_ i[Pjo (T) 2 2-'_ I
-I 0
cos 0 sin 2 "
+
_Eh 2 (1-Vcos _) cos K¢
+ V 4[h*(_, _) cosO] sin _ (_+I) d_d8
/ .









sin _ (_+I) d_
(l-ycos _T) cos KS-_
(9.1-45)
T
laEh _ (I- Ycos _Z) COS K, _-_ + (-i
+
12_




;} 2Lh (_, z) cos0]2
_5 30
73
+ X4 _4 l\
-- [h*((, 3) cose sin 2L_ ((+I) dCd0
3e4 j (9.1-46)
which reduces to
_2(T ) [(-1)j - 1] +--2v), To(l_ycos_ T )j_Eh (9.1-47)
or in terms of [Pj0(TI i
j0 (3) 2 = 4X j0 i J_h To(I -y cos _T) (9.1-48)
Evaluation of
Qjk(T)]I from equation (9.1-9)
12_
[ '3Qjk (T i = _(l.v2)_
-I 0














co s 2_ (_+i) cos ke d_de
cos -_ (_+i) cos ke d_dO (9.1-49)




(l-v2)_ (l-y cos _t) cos K#
- -- cosO -
X _2_]cos_2_ (_+1) cos ko d_dO
74
+I













' J_ (_+i) cos8 cos k8 dcde
- a_ 2
ah*(_ T)





[Qjk(_)]l = " 2(l-v)_
+ vX 61k .
(l-v2)_












_h (_, _) cos _-(_+i) d_
co s "_" (_+i) d_
(9.1-51)
(9.1-52)
Substituting for g (_, _)
6


































G2( 6, e, 3) sln_2_ (6+1) sin ke d6d8
_2 f*(6, 3)




sin /[[ (6+1) sin ke d_dO
2





12 ff _[h*(6, _e3) cose]
_(l'v2)lJ-1 0
sin /_ (6+1) sin ke d6de
(9.1-56)






[(l-v2)U [-_ (l-ycos _3)sin K_
+ cose - ¢6 slne sin .Ui (6+1) sin ke d_de2
6
ik f 2g*(_, 3)
2(l+v)_ _2







f +g (_, 3) sin j_ (_+1) d_de2
-1
I








-_- (l-ycos _T) sinK_ +
1 2_(]
-1 0
sin _ (_+I) cosO sinO sin ko d_dO
i
61k f 2g*(gt T)
2(I+_)U J 2
-1 _
sin 2_- (_+I) d_
Substituting g (_, 3) , equation (9.1-58) becomes
(9.1-58)
(T)]2 T f= 81k _ (I-ycos_K_T) sin 2"_ (_+I) d_
i
















ik 7 ( I- ycos _) _ [I - (-i) ] @(T)
2 j
62k
j_ [i - (-I) j] $2(T)
2(l+v_ =i qn(T) @n"(_) sin _ (_+I) d$
-i
(9.1-60)
Finally, the resulting equation is
2
62k
- _ F_- _-_J] _2_
2
2(l+v)_ nll 2-- Xjn qn (T)
(9.1-61)
°O
Substituting for _, @" and @ equation (9.1-61) becomes
IQjk T)] 2 =6
T I
o 2Kik -2- (l-ycos _T) _ [I - (-i) j] A i cos
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2 _ + (-1)J]_ Ai_i2 cos_





sin _.T sin fl T
i p
I
- j--_- - i sin2 fl'_
i=p= I i i
2(i+v)v n_.i _jn qn ('t)
(9.1-62)












8f*(_, T) sin _'_ ($+i) cos k8 dSd6





I/*[h (_, _) cos.]
-1 0
















_\(l-v2)_ -_- (l-ycos _T) sin K_ +-_-cos 8
]
- _E I cose sin _ (E+I) cos ke dEde
J
12_


















_4 F * o]
2 2Lh (E, z)cos
_E _e
+ _4 _844 [h.(_, T) cosS]}sln _ (E+I) cos k8 d_d{)
rearranging, equation (9.1-64) becomes
1 2_














-- h*(_, T) " 2_2 -- h*(E, _)
- _4 _2
+ _4 h*(_, T_sin _
(9.1-65)
which reduces to
Qjk (_ 3 = _ik -2- (l-ycos ST)







61k 12(i._2)_ l i I flfl lf_
, g *(_, _) . 2k2 g (_, T)
e
[i - (-t)Jl .2,_- _ _(_) (9.1-66)
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Substituting _, _ and g (_, T), equation (9.1-66) becomes
Qjk (_ 3 = 61k -2- (l-ycos _T) _ i
i=l






+ 61k 12(l_v2)p E (_)4 qn (_) J _'"n
n=l -I




+ 61k 12(I__2)U =
-i
_'n(E) sin j_2 (E+I) dE
i
°214 I /+ 61k 12(i_v2)_ qB (T)
-i
sin 2/_ (_+i) dE
N i
÷ E %(+) /
n=l
,-1
Cn(_) sin j_2 (_+I) d_}
°_
A.A _ _ sin _ T sin _ T
ip ip i p
I









Ai2ni2 sin 2 nit
62k _ (.l)j] I p_l
sin R T sin n T
i p
12 i
- 2A2 An 2 } A4 ]-_ xjh qn (T) + mjo qB (T)
(9.1-68)
9.2 Inverse Transforms of the Equations
Performing inverse transform techniques on equations (9.1-6) and
(9.1-7) we have
_. Ljo If.1 12] _jo ..
[_j0 ["22 - [_wj0} J = "12 "j0] i
Ujo(_) = 12j012.(_012] cos _jo T
83
lu° J° i oCOS _2jo
jO÷ c_2-(o_o)2
0
cjo / 2 1 2
22 " /'_.o/ T
(T-n) dn
c_02




o_o[(o_o)- logo)]o 2_OjO (T-n) dn (9.2-1)
WjO(T) _[_[cf° f if2] j0 _
_ 1 " t'_jo/ /" c__joj








Cll_ { jOl 2 T
2
sin t_.OJ (T-n) d,l
jO T






¢21 J2 f'| 2 %2 1%1 23
°_°Ll°_oJ" I°_oJJo (9.2-2)
j = i, 2, ..., M 1
k = 0




Ic jk jk}Vjk 12 c23
jkF jk m 2] jk J3_} m
\
°_-I°_k) -(_) m
m jk (n) 1 sin t_jk ('c-n) dn
_jk
85
"/c12Lc33 - {_°_o']k)rajk - el3 c2 f0 J_z-I Qjk(n)]2 sin m_°jk (T-n) dn








I - %k 12 I J , ]- c!3 c23
Dj_ j
{["_ }+ V jk ii {mjki2 ] [cj3k - 'm m12] ! jk,2- [ jk] j " Ic131





Ill Qjk(n)] m (T-n) dni sin tOjk
+f[clk- (_)2][ jk m Jk 2 1 T
[ _u J o"




j = i, 2, ..., M 1
k = I, 2, ..., N 1
86
(9.2-4)
3[<_- L 22 c2_k I 13 jk jki Djk
Vjk 23 ]" c12 c I
+"_ _,- k'_l_][4_ (o,t}'] _o_k_,121 cos




rjkr jk I_m12] . jk j31
-lC23LCll-' J:.l_ J c]'2 cl /[Qjk(n)12 sin _jk
0
(-r-n) dn






j = i, 2, ..., Ml
k = i, 2, ..., N1
87
where
m i_ 1 i 2 m 2njk = = jk) - jk
i?m
(9.2-6)
9.3 Evaluation of the Convolution Integrals
The evaluation of the convolution integrals appearing in equations
(9.2-1) thru (9.2-6) will be presented in this section.
9.3.1 Substitution of Forcing Functions
By substituting the forcing functions _j0(T)]I , [Pj0(T)]2 ,
[Qjk(T)]I , [Qjk(T)]2 , and [Qjk(T)]3 and using n as a dummy variable
the integrals in equations (9.2-1) thru (9.2-6) are evaluated as follows:
T









hi(n) sin m]O(T-n) dn (9.3-2)
T









sin _i(n) sin _ (n) sin w_P O(T-n) dn
T




Tf i13 = [Pj0(n)]2 sin mj0 (T-n) dn
0



















2 sin _jO (9.3-87
I P





f 2Ai2Ri2 sln 2 ill(n) sin _jO (t-n) dn
.0
2VXTo7 ]
2VkTo 2 (t-n) dn -
+ j,,_ sin =jo _ cos _n
0 0
T
= f =al [Qjk(n)]1 sin mjk (T-n) dn
0
2
sin wj0 (T-n) dn (9.3-9)
(9.3-10)
89










/ m..°,2 sin _Jk
0
m
sin Wjk (T-n) dn (9.3-12)
(9.3-13)
J2 =61k ('_'w)




-_ (_) Z Z r _C_-_-_>_]_,_
i=l m=l
T




-_k[_- <-_,']_z z ,vv_,_pf
0
slrLqi(n) sinn (n) m
p sin_jk(T'n)dn
I M




t(_) sin_jk (T-n) dn
M N
2 T
2(I+v)U m=l n=l Ja qn (n) sin _o
0
m
jk (z-n ) dn (9.3-14)
9O





+ [i+ (-1)j]ni Ai =o_i(n).i_jk(zn)dn
0













sin2fli(n) sinmjk (3-n) dR
+6
_ + X4
















qB(n ) sin u jk (3-n) dn
(9.3-16)
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9.3.2 Evaluation of Remaining Integrals
The remaining integrals of equations (9.3-1) thru (9.3-16)
have been evaluated and are listed below.
T
sin hi(n) sin n (n) sin I (T-n) dnp _J0
0
=_tat i p
2 [(Ri+Rp) 2 - (w_0)2
(9.3-17)
T
sin hi(n) sin_ (n) sin mp _Jk (T-.) dn
0
2( 2= _j0 COS(_i+Rp)T-COS u j0T
2 (Ri_qp)2 _ (w_0)2
cos(ni'_p)T-cos _jZT\
2 2 (9.3-18)
(_i-Rp) 2 - (wj0) /
T




(_i__p)2 . (_J k) j (9.3-19)
T
sin2 i(n i) sin _j0 (T-n) dn
0





[2 (2_i)2- (wj_) 2]
i
(cos 2RIT - cos uj0T) (9.3-20)
92
T/ 2sln2ni(n) sin _j0 (T-n) dn
0
i 2






/sin2_i(n) ,,,msin jk (T-n) dn
0
i
(I - cos a_jkmT)
(9.3-21)
m
+ __ _jk m
2[(2_i)2 - (_j_)2] (cos 2_iT- cos _jk T)
T
jc i (z-n) d,losS(n) sin _j0
0
i




Jcos_T] sin _20 (T-n) dn
0
2
= . _j0 (COSST 2 T)2 - cos w[___o_o_I _o (9.3-24)
93














/ sinwj20 (T-n)dn -
0
1 2
2w 2-- (i - COS_j0T )
jo
T




= - J - m [c°s(5+nl)T




[2 (5-_i)2 jk ) J
T
jc°s_in sin_jk (T-n) dn
0
in
=. -- _°jk [(co s_iT cos_jkT )]m 2
(9.3-27)
(9.3-28)
9.3.3 Summary of Evaluated Convolution Integrals
Substituting the results of equations (9.3-17) thru (9.3-28) into
equations (9.3-1) thru (9.3-16) the convolution integrals are evaluated.







cos(_.-_ )T-cos _0 T
























cos(n.-n )_-cos_0T1 ]i p
" _ 2 1)2 ] ](%-5,) " (_jo
i
j_ 2 2 [(_l)j
i=:p=l i (1-cos ml0"c)




+[2 (2_i)2 " (mjlo)i]
i,I(cos 2n£z - cos =jo )
29A T0 [ i_!.__ l ]
+_ 2(_ 0 (i - cos _jO _)
i
2vX T V r m,_
° L - [(_2uJu J107]j_. Eh __ - (_















2[(2ni)2 - (c_j2)2] (cos 2ni
. :os,.,2T>m]+-



















Qjk (n) 2 sin _jk (_-n) dn







• . _jk_ m [cos (_-_ -co_ jk T]
m_jk ra 2 Icos (_-s_2[(_'_i)2- (mjk)] i)_'c°smjk'







2 _ (_i+_p)2 m 2• - (mj_)
c°s(_i'_p)'r-c°s_ j_z_
- m.2/
(_i-_p)- - (_jk) J
m )2 m 2
M N jx.
2(l+v) u m=l n=l 3n
0
m
qn(q) sin _jk (z-n) dn
T
/[ 1 mJ3 = q_(n) 3 sin _]k (T-n) dn
0
-----_Ik I_l i_i.= m_l" K{2 [1 - (-1)J3 + 11-k (-1)J]Di2 } A i
I m
mJkm 2
' " [n±2 (,,,jk)]
(9.3-34)
98
2 I M KT ]
- 61k = =l 2 - (-I) j AIY
m
mjk m 2 Ic°s(_GI)T-¢°smj_TI
2 . ( jk)]
m
Wjk
"[2 (_-fli)2 - (_j%)2J [cos(_-_ i) -cos_jkT]l
i=l p=l m=l
AiAp_i_ p
_CO S(_i+_p) T- COS_.ikT
_' . m.2
(ai+ tip)2 _ U"J k)
cos(_i-_p)_ -cos_jk
O
62k [i (-l)J] _ _ Ai2'i2 _l-c°S_jk T _ ,m(cos2_.T-Cos_ m, T }
_ . + jK 1 j_
M N
+. z z ,ri ItN m
xj n(n )sin_jk(_ -n )




qB(n) sin '"jk (9.3-35)
In terms of J2 ' J3 can be written
M N T
61k (_)2 f m (T-n)dnJ3 = J2 + E E Xjn qn(n) sin mjk2(l+v)U m=l n=l
0
99
+6 <'_ I:::, rc_l'+,<,]
Ik 12(l_v2)U =I n=l jnLi 21
%(n) sin_j'_ ('_-,',) dn + E qB(n) sin jk J
0 0
(9.3-36)
9.4 Evaluated Displacement Equations
Substituting the evaluated convolution integrals of equations
(9.3-29) thru (9.3-36) into equations (9.2-1) thru (912-5) the
displacement equations are evaluated.
From equation (9.2-1)
jo wj0}'
Uj0(T) = {Uj 0[c_O - (_j10)23- c12 __[("',_>1_-(<#ol_7 Icos _j0 T
_{_o[_- (¢1_]_o,_,ow_o)
[roD)_- (o_)_] 2cos _jO T
+
Z Ai2ni2 1 1 (I - coj0z)l
i==P=I (_OjO)2 cos
I00
i (cos 2_.T - cos IT)If1+ i '"J0
C22 "[_jO] _ [(-l)J'l] E A_A fl.fl i] I p ]u
- "f\ ,+, .2 _ 2_2







i i oJj z)_II
2[(2_i)2, ( 2 ]jO)2 (cos 2_.T- cos 2
j0
c12
_ i, p i_!+ _ i
(ni_.p)2_ (,,,jl0)2J £=p=i Ai2'i2 1-10)
i
2 (l - cos oJj0T)
+
+
i (cos 2_.T-cos_. IT + j_]JEh i)2 (l'c°s_joT)
I j_ 3] 2(_j02[(2_i)2- (_jlol2]
I
_o #._l_l_ ][_+ ,{oo_<o,+_>,__oso_o•c12 -2 2 22[_ofo___o_o_]l_' '_'[_-,>+-__ __,_o,oo ____p=l - " - " (ni-_ p) - ( 0jO)
I01
+ i T'c°s_°J0
_i(_h(o_o,_l(°°__°_ + 2uXT [o 1 (l_cos_j20_)j_VEh 2(_j20)2
*'I}]_--_-_ -2 2)2 (cos _T- cos
-(_j0
(9.4-1)
Re_rcitlng equation (9.4-i) we have
UjO(T) = E
r_l o °oImI I!2 Ujo!C22 _ cos_ T






(2flli2 - (mj0) fj_
I _i - cos_joT+ E Ai2_i2 m
i_:1 2 _ (_jo)2
+ m
-jO_j_I 212 -i] 2 [ (Qi+flp)- (mj0)c12 _41'_I [('l)J . . p=!_ AiAp_i_P fcOs _ flP)_'C°SWj0T2m 2
i,p













i )2 2 )2
_:=i(_jO - (_jO
m jO c°s_J O_UjO [c_2- (_jO)2]" c I
m I E A iAp_ iD,P
- 41 c12 " i=l p=l
i_p
m(cos(e.+e) T -cos_,-J
• A _.-!1 P -J_
(ai+ap)2" (_jO)2
I A 2_ 2 [i - cos _mT cos 20-i_ - COS_oT'_
÷ e 1 i i ]U+m 2 )2 -_ m)'2' --/ 1_i=P= 1 2 _jO (2"qi _ jO
m
jO 2vI To _I'coSmjoT









From equation (9.2-2), the displacement equation Wj0(T) is written




. m)2 2 (_jO) 2 1[ (ai+ap)2 (wj0 (ai-a p)
+ .+
'- --' _ ! <ojo)_ <,_,.)_%o)_j
2vA T I i-cos _j0 T






" i (_i+_p)_ ( m.2
- jo )
Ai 2_i _i mI 2 "c°swJ 0+ _ 2
which reduces to
cos(n.-n,z p)T-C°s=jomT 1(_i-__) 2 - (WiO)2
P 3
(2_ i) - (_j0) JJ.]/
(9.4-4)
104
WjO('r) = E (-l)m m jO Uj COS_ .m_T
,, 1,2 , 2,2 joIC_01 - ("'jO)2]- c21
m=l _jO ) -_jO ) 30
=1 p=l
I cos (ill+tip)T- co sOJjOx






+ E Ai2 fli2 - cos uj0 x
m
i=p= l 2 (_jO)2
+ cos 2 1x - cos _j0_ _[_
(2fli)2-(mjO )2 JJJ
(9.4-5)
i ---i, 2, 3
j = I, 2, ..., M I
k=O
re=l, 2
p = i, 2, 3
From equation (9.2-3) the displacement Ujk(X ) becomes
Ujk(r) = Z I jk m 2k c22 " (_jk) I [c_k " (_m'2] jk 2
m=l Djk Jk) J - (c23)
. IC m jk c_3k1Vjk 12
Ic m 2 jk jk}_ m
. jk [c35k. (_jk)] c12 c23Wjk 13 - c°s_jkX
105
m_jk
2(I+9)U qn(q) slnmjk (T-n) dn
- +c k i=l A "2 -







•[ -+llll fcos _.T- cos _.,




+ 2 m 2
(_i _p) " (¢_Jk)
cos(fli-flp)T-cos=jkZ_
" " 2 m2




+ 2 m 2








N 2 _ m
f61k i S x f qn(n ) slnt_jk ('c-n)dn
n=l 0
12(l_v2)_L n= I jmLL 21
)4mj 0 /
j qn(n ) sln_k (_-n)dn + 0
0
i = I, 2, 3
J = i, 2, ..., M 1
k = I, 2, ..._ N 1
m = i, 2, 3
n = I, 2, ..., N
p = I_ 2, 3
Evaluating the remaining integrals of equation (9.4-6) we can now write















-62kii " ( =i p=l 2
_c % m• °s(_i+ h-cosmjkt
• m.2
t (_i-hqp) . (_jk)
)T-COStO._T




i=P :I 2-- L (mjk)2 + m)cos2 _iT -cos mjk t(2£_i)2 m )2
" (mjk
+S N 2 C (s)
61k E ZIk2) n
2(I+v) U s=-S n=l _jn (ar+S) _ "[°JJk)
I m i(a +s)
cos ,...z+ r
Jz m
- Cjk 6 Ik 2(l+v)_
+S N





(%+s ) _}m _ sin m ei(_ r+S )_• cos_jkT + i m _jk T -
_jk
12(i- 2)U s S n=l
(s) [c (%+s)Cn m _ sin _j_T m[( ,12 m)2 ' °SejkT + i m "eJk






• Cos_._.T + i _ sln_T - e
J_ mjk
(9.4-7)
i = i, 2, 3
j = I, 2, ..., M 1
k = I, 2, ..., N 1
m = I, 2, 3
n = i, 2, ..., N
p = i, 2, 3
r = i, 2, ..., R
s = -S to +S
From _quation (9.2-4) the displacement Vjk(T) becomes




+ WjkFjk > cos %k
J
N T
m 2(l+v)v =1 .2
_k 0
qn(q) sinwjk (T-q) dq




2 [(_-fli)2- (_jk)2 ]
[KT
r
° L- ] 2 1_- (-_)_7
F
l m2 m )2
:qi "(mjk






+ 2 m 2
(_i _p) "(Wjk)
m)co s(fli""qp)T-co sw jkT
(fli__p)2 m 2(_jk)
m
I A.2O. 2 [I - ¢o._....T
m )2i=p= I 2 - (_j k
+
' 2 m 2
(2fli) - (_jk)
61k N iXn]2 x
m S _-_i j n
mjk 2(l+v)_ n= I
mqn(rl) slnmjk ('r-q) d
0
ii0
I" _21 jn qn(n) sin _jk
m ik 2(I-_)_ n= 1
_jk 0
+ I I 4 2
=I
/ m  4jOfqn(n) sin_jk(T-n) dn + qB(n) sin_jk (T-n) d (9.
0 0





DjkUjk +EjkVjk - FjkWjk _ cos mjk T
+s N (s)
" m _Jn [ 12.2(l+v)_ _jk s='S n=l (er+S)_ (_jk)2
m m• k c°swjkT m ei(er+S)_ 1+ i(_r+S)_ sinmjkT " _jk
+ (Ejk-Fjk)
__ m r
I [yKT O ..l[co s (_F_. )_-co sm ..
J// 1 ,]K
,) m]I cos _i T"c° s _jk TK T [I + (-l)j] _i 2 . m.2
_i " [mjk )
Iii
"{-_(_ ." ,2 (m ,2 )2- (tO_k)2
_ i-_p) - _jk ) (fli'_p
+ i=P =I _ ( m_ + (2hi)2 . (cojk J J
+S N 2 Cn(S)
" 2(i+_)_ s=_S n=l (Ur+S)_ 2-(_jk)
m (_r +s) m . ei(_r+S)_ll
• cos_.,J + i- m 5 sin _jkx J
[ %k
+S N 2 Cn(S)
- Fjk 61k (I+_)_-- s=_S =I s " (_jk
+














. cosujkT + i




j = i, 2, ..., M 1
k = 19 2, ..., N 1
re=l, 2, 3
n = i, 2, ..., N
p = i, 2, 3
r = I, 2, ..., R
s =-S to +S
From equation (9.2-5) the displacement Wjk(Z) becomes
Wjk(Z) = _ UjkGjk - VjkHjk + Wjkl j
m=l Djk
N T
" m 2(i+_)_ i -_ _jn
_jk 0
r I [KT r _]
i=I _'iL 2
[(_+Ri 2 m )2) -(=jk ]
[cos(_+_i)_-cos=jk_1
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+ [I + hi"I
co sai_ - cos_oj





















qn(n ) slnmjmk (z-_) dn + k4mjofqB(_) sinmjk <T-n) d
0
(9.4-10)
Evaluating the remaining integrals of equation (9.4-10) we have
m=l Djk GjkUjk HjkVjk + ljkW j cos_jkT
(s)
+S N C
G._ _ 61k n
(ar+S) mm _ sin_o]kZ
. Cosiest + i m
[ "'" _ Jk
- _ (_3k) ]
+
cos(_- ni)T'cos_okT _
' 2 m 2
2[(_-a i) -(t°jk)]J
I cos fti_.co s_ojkT
KT
- -@ [I- (-l)J] + [I + (-l)J]a i _i2 " (_;)2









cos 2_iz - coswjkZ ["
(2fli)2 - (aJjk)m'2 /
+S N
2x °n
2(lq-_)_ s=-S n=l j n h" Jjk[(C*r+S)_]2-(_m)2
i(ar+S )
m
• c°s_jkT+ m f_ sin_jk'r "
_jk
+S N
V i _ ,!n2
+ ljk 6!k _P(I_]_ E L _-





Ic m i( _r+S )• °S_jkT + m
_k
. m ei(ar+S)_T /
sln_jkT - ]
+ 1 Sjn [(_) + A41 _ 212 xj n
12(I'_2)U s S n=l
Cn (s) _ m i(ar+S)





+ _ m j0
+s (s)
[] cB
[(ar+S)_] 2 " m'2
-(_jk )
S --_ - S
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• OS _+ - i(ar+S)_T}II_i(%+_)ma'i_%k_" " (9.4-11)
i = i, 2, 3
j = i, 2, ..., M
k = I, 2, ..., N 1
m = i, 2, 3
n = i, 2, ... N
p = I, 2, 3
r = I, 2, ..., R
s = -S to +S
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i0.0 STABILITY ANALYSIS
i0.I Inspection of the Displacement Equations
Inspection of the displacement equations shows that certain
denominator frequency factors, if equated to zero, would render the
displacements unbounded. The solutions of these factors will produce




_i "'Ok i i, 2, 3 (10.2-1)
where as defined earlier (Matheau equation ¢mnslderatlon)
- (2 - B) _
_i = (I - _ ) ml _ <a)
= B__q__ (b) (10.2-2)
2 2m I
_ = (2 + 8) _/i_












the eqs. (10.2-2) can be expressed as
(I0.2-4)
Substituting for values of i the resulting equations
(a)
i = i, nI = (1 - 812)-_
i = 2 n2 = 8n
, _ (b) (10.2-5)
i = 3, _ = (I + 8/2) -q-fi (c)
3 _1
check with equations (10.2-2). Using 8 and ¢i' we can now present the
-_-_i_.. oq,,=_nn_ w_th a brief heading to indicate their source.
From U0k(Z )
n = [(i-2) 2 +¢ B]---_
i i _oI = "'Ok (10.2-6)
From UOk(T)
(=r+ s)_]2 ( )2- wOk = 0 (10.2-7)
f%1.
+ s)Ir i (i0.2-8)
k = I, 2, ..., N 1
r = I, 2, ..., R
s = -S to +S
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From UjO(T) and WjO(T)
92 m 2




From Ujo('[) and WjO(T)
(2fli)2 - (e_0)2 = 0 (10.2-11)
2_ i = m jo (i0.2-12)
2 [(i-2)2 + _i8 ]_--- =_m
_i jO
(10.2-13)
£ = I, 2, 3
From Ujo(Z) and Wj0(_)
)2 (_0)2 = 0(hi + np "
(10.2-13)
m
_i + f_p = _JO
(i0.2-14)
l(i 2)2 + 2) 2 + (¢ + ¢ )8 [ _-- = _m(P i P I _i jO
(i0.2-15)
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i = I, 2, 3
j = I, 2, ..., M I
m = I, 2
p = I, 2_ 3
From UjO(_) and Wj0(T)
(fli tip)2 m 2
- (_jo) = o (10.2-16)
(.q _fi ) = m
p jo





i = I, 2, 3
From Ujk(_ ), Vjk(_ ), and Wjk(T )
2 m )2
i " (_jk =0
j = i, 2, ..., M 1
m=19 2
p = i, 2, 3
(10.2-19)
m
fll = _jk (10.2-20)
+ (10.2-21)
i = 19 2, 3




j = 19 29 -.., M 1
k = 19 2_ ..._ N 1
m = i, 29 3
(10.2-22)
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m(_ + _i ) = _ jk
I I _ _ m(i - 2) 2 + ei8 + 1 _1 _Jk
(10.2-23)
(10.2-24)
i = I, 2, 3
J = i, 2, ..., M 1
k = i, 2, ..., N 1
m = I, 2, 3
From Ujk(X), Vjk(T), and Wjk(_)
)2(5 - ni -
m
(_ - fii ) = _jk
i - 2) 2 + ei8
m 2 0(_jk) =




i = i, 2, 3
j = 1, 2, ...,MI
k = I, 2, ..., N I
m = i, 2, 3
From Ujk(_), Vjk(X), and Wjk(X)
(% + %)2 m 2. (_jk) = 0
m
(nl + he) =_ jk
(i - 2) 2 + (P - 2)2 + (_i
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(_i " _p) = mjk
l(i - 2)2 - (p - 2)2 + (¢I
From Ujk(T) , Vjk(T_ and Wjk(T)
(2fli)2 - (mjmk)2 = 0
m
2_i = _jk
2 [(i - 2) 2 +
i = I, 2, 3
J = I, 2, ..., M I
k = i, 2, ..., N 1
m = I, 2, 3




" CP) _i mJk
(10.2-33)
i = i, 2, 3
j = I, 2, ..., M I
k = I, 2, ..., NI
m = I, 2, 3




i = I, 2, 3
J = I, 2, ..., M 1
k = I, 2, ..., N I
m = I, 2, 3
p = I, 2, 3
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From Ujk(_) , Vjk(T) , and Wjk(T)
[(_r + s)_] 2 ( m .2






10.3 Solution of the Stability Equation
j = I, 2, ..., M 1
k = I, 2, ..., N 1
m = i, 2, 3
r = I, 2, ..., R
s = -S to +S
10.3.1 Computer Methods
Reference to the indicial variation in each of the stability
equations shows that the use of hand-made calculations is virtually
prohibitive, so computer solutions must be made available. The indicial
range is of particular importance to the progranlner since it determines
the number of unstable values of the thrust frequency _ which effectively
governs the size of the computer operations, something very important to
consider when working with computers of limited memory space.
10.3.2 Equations to be Solved
The stability equations that must be solved and the number of
unstable values that each equation will render for values of M!, NI, R,
and S, are summarized in tabular form for the convenience of the programmer.
As in the previous stability analysis of Tec_ Memo. No. 38_ values of
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Stability Equation Numberof Unstable Values
of Thrust Frequency
i, Eq. (10.2-6) 30
2. Eq. (10.2-10) 20
3. Eq. (10.2-13) 60
4. Eq. (10.2-15) 180
5. Eq. (10.2-18) 180
6. Eq. (10.2-21) 900
7. Eq. (10.2-24) 900
8. Eq, (10.2-27) 900
9. Eq, (10.2-30) 2700
IO. Eq. (i0.2-33) 2700
ii. Eq. (10.2-36) 2700
12. Eq, (10.2-8): The numberof unstable values of
the thrust frequency N for values of R and S are
given below S
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0
20 40 60 80 I00 120 140 160 180 200
40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400
60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600
80 160 240 320 400 480 560 640 720 800
I00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 I000
120 240 360 480 600 720 840 960 1080 1200
140 280 420 560 700 840 980 1120 1260 1400
160 320 480 640 800 960 1120 1280 1440 1600
180 360 540 720 900 1080 1260 1440 1620 1800












13. Eq. (I0.2-38) : The number of unstable values
of the thrust frequency fi for values of R and S are
given below.
S
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I0
1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200 4800 5400 6000
2400 3600 4800 6000 7200 8400 9600 10,800 12,000
3600 5400 7200 9000 10,800 12,600 14,400 16,200 18,000
4800 7200 9600 12,000 14,400 16,800 19,200 21,600 24,000
6000 9000 12,000 15,000 18,000 21,000 24,000 27,000 30,000
7200 10,800 14,400 18,000 21,600 25,200 28,800 32,400 36,000
8400 12,600 16,800 2!,000 25,200 29,400 33,600 37,800 42,000
9600 14,400 19,200 24,000 28,800 33,600 38,400 44,200 48,000
10,800 16,200 21,600 27,000 32,400 37,800 43,200 48,600 34,000
12,000 18,000 24,000 30,000 36,000 42,000 48,000 54,000 60,000
10.3.3 Analysis of the Stability Equations
With the exception of Eqs, _i0,2-8) and (10.2-38), the stability
equations (10.2-6) thru (10.2-38) contain the stability parameter
2
sin"1 fig(o)]% 1sin (10.2-39)
where





which shows that 8 is a function of R by virtue of equations (10.2-40)
and (10.2-41).
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The stability equations (10.2-8) and (10.2-38) contain the
parameter _ which is determined from beamtheory presented in Tech.
Memo.No. 35. A FORTRANIV ComputerProgramis being prepared that will
render solutions to the stability equations (10.2-6) thru (10.2-38) for
a given thin-walled cylinder. This computer program will be madeavail-




This report is a continuation in the analysis of the dynamic
structural behavior of a large rocket booster during powered flight.
The thin cylindrical model used in this consideration was subjected
to the same tlme-varylng, gimbaled thrust as that used in NSL Tech.
Memo. No. 38.
11.2 Natural Frequencies
The natural frequencies _f the free vibration of a free-free,
thin-wailed circular cylindrical shell were obtained. Since the
homogenous portion of the transformed equations (9.1-3), (9.1-4),and
equations (9.1-12) thru (9.1-14) are identical to those of Tech. Memo.
No. 38, the natural frequencies for the cylinders will be identical.
11.3 Unstable Values of the Thrust Frequency, _.
Referring to i0.0 STABILITY ANALYSIS of this report, and
comparing the stability equations of Hill (ref. i), one can see that
the present analysis has rendered two additional stability equations,
(10.2-8) and (10.2-38). This was to be expected since consideration
* T) of the cylindrical model used inof the end displacements q (_,
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APPENDIXA. STRESS RESULTANT - DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS
A-I Nondimensionalizing the Equation
The stress resultant equation is written
=---_ + _ - w
Nx l-v De
(A-l)
Substituting the relations into equation (A-I)
-- u -- v -- w
iU = _ V=L_ w=_ (A-2)
and performing the required derivatives results in the following
dimensionless expression




Substituting the chosen approximating forms for u, v, and w
(see Section 6.2) into equation (A-3), we have
r
Eh ][ m_ m_ ]
N5 i-} c - -_- sin _- (6+1) cos n8 Umn(T)
L
2 T
!-_., o "- _,-\ -^. v _
Eh 2 _,£-ycOS _LI _.... , (1 6-
m, ]+vL sin _-- (C+I) n cos nO Vmn(T) + g*(C, T ) cos e





I-u2 I (i. 2) zo (I-Ycos _T) COSK_b (2)Eh 2
-_- g*(-l, T) cos e -h*(-l, T) cos (A-5)




- 2 L r [g*(+l, T) cose
- h*(+l, T) COSeI = 0 (A-7)
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APPENDIX I_ REPRESENTATION OF THE _ -FUNCTIONS
B-I _-Funetions for the Free-Free Beam
The _-functlons and their derivatives for the free-free beam are
surmnarized below.
kn kn
_n(_) = cosh T (_+t) +cos 2- (6+I) - an Is %n An )]inh 2- (_+I) -_ sin -_ (_+i
(B-l)
d _n An is kn An Ic And---_=T inh _- (_+i) - sin _-- (_+i) - _n osh -_- (_+i) +
cos T (f.+l
(B-_2)
d2¢n )'n2 I h-_ %n Is %nd 2 - 4 cos (_+!) - cos _- (6+1) - an Inh X
_n





- /r_L1) - a Icosh _ (_+I) -







An "_ An (_+13 + sin (%*]An4 osh (_+i) + cos _ (&+l) - a sinh-_- _-
16 -_ _ n
(B-5)
B-II Evaluation at the Ends
N N
n_l= _n(+l)-I= nEl [c°sh_n _ c°s _n "an(sinh_.=
n _- sin In ) -2]
(B-6)
N
nZ1 _'I+ll= nE [sinh An- sin %- = (cosh _= n l-l] =i n n n + cos An ) + 2an]
= 2 (-1.96500) n = 1
=0 n =2
= 2 (-1.99993) n = 3
=0 n=4







n_=l n - cos In - =n (sinh In - sin An)]
= 0 for all integer values n (_-8)
N N
n="'__I On = sinh I + sin I - _ (cosh I - cos An)
n--I n n n n
= 0 for all integer values of n (B-9)
N N
On : _ cosh In + cos A -










0n = On (B-12)
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APPENDIXC. EVALUATED COEFFICIENT INTEGRALS
The evaluated coefficient integrals appearing as Equations (3.0-17)
through (3.0-23) of Section 3.0 - LIST OF TERMS AND INTEGRALS APPEARING
IN THE REPORT, are presented as follows:
+i




rjo = f sln_ (g+l) d_
-i




@n(_) sin j_2 (_+I) d_I
= 2(j_)3 [(j_)4 . X 4] n
n
- an [slnh Xn + sin Xn]I
tin ¢n'(g) sin 2_- (_+i) d_
c _1)J] {s
o,. ,3 x L_I:.( _
z_j_) n=i/" [(j_)4 . Xn4] inh
- a Fcosh X + COS ), - 211













Xjn = = #n''(_) sin _ (_+I) d
-i
=-2(j_) _ A 2 fl- (-i) j] _¢osh A - cos A -2
n= I n [(j_)4 An4] L n n
-a n [slnh An + sin An]1 =- _ (_ni2 Sin (C-5)
Yjn = Cn (_) sin (_+i) d&
n=l
=-2(j_) 2 [i - (-1)J_ tnh A - sin A
n n
- _ /-_o_h_, + =o, A - 2J 5 =- L.
..... n j n= I (j_)2 tin
3 _ +I , q
n=l _.-I J
- + sin A = s
_n [sinh An 3n
n= 1 (j_)3 "
(c-6)
(c-7)
j = I, 2, ..., M (c-8)
4 2 m (2L) 4
An = wn El (C-9)
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The characteristic number X for the free-free beamfor integern
values of n has been calculated in Young, (ref. I0).
XI 4 = 500.5639 (a)
X24 = 3,803.5390 (b) (C-10)
4
X3 = 14,617.6299 (c)
The values of a are as follows
n
aI = 0.9825 (a)
a2 = 1.0007 (b)
_3 = 0.9999 (c)
(C-ll)
Having the values of _ available, we can now determine the
n
th
natural circular frequency of the n mode of vibration of the free-
free beam (cylinder of equal mass)
(c-12)
where
E - modulus of elasticity of beam (cylinder) material, Ib/in 2.
I
m
- moment of inertia of a cross-section of the beam (cylinder)
about its neutral axis, in 4.
- mass per unit length of the beam (cylinder), Ib-sec2/in 2.
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